BRUSSELS2030
SUMMER ASSEMBLY
4 – 8 July 2022

For Brussels, the period 2020-2030 will be the decade of all challenges. How can we
seize this moment to build new forms of social cohesion? How can we get the artistic
and cultural sector back on their feet? How can we reimagine the major projects of
the region and the city in terms of superdiversity, equality, sustainability, mobility, all
linked to major planetary challenges, in order to strengthen them all together? How
do we emerge, transformed for the better?
The Brussels Regional Government has decided to submit a bid to become Cultural
Capital of Europe in 2030. Jan Goossens and Hadja Lahbib have been commissioned
to prepare the candidacy by 2024. The project will be a process of urban visioning
with the arts and culture as a leverage to express what we are already, the most
diverse city of Europe, and to project Brussels becoming and remaining an artistic
and a cultural attractor for the whole of Europe. The whole project is to be
coproduced by civil society, arts and science, and the many actors that constitute the
wealth of this city. With this Summer Assembly we aim to foster dialogue and
collaboration beyond disciplinary and sectorial boundaries.
The Summer Assembly will be organized at Tour à Plomb from Monday July 4th till
Friday July 8th 2022. It intends to offer a space where diverse urban actors can
inspire one another and initiate processes of collaborative city-making.

Do you want to contribute making a more democratic, green, inclusive
and caring Brussels, with culture at its heart? Do you want to coauthor our
story? Do you wish to share your experiences and/or aspirations?

Be welcome

PROGRAMME.A.ATION

(Picture: The City Is Our Playground)

MONDAY // MAANDAG // LUNDI

04.07.22
Brussels: X-ray of a unique city

Arts and culture as leverages in city-making?

Bruxelles : radioscopie d’une ville unique
Brussel: röntgenfoto van een unieke stad

Arts et culture, comme leviers pour fabriquer la ville ?
Kunst en cultuur als hefboom voor stadsmaken?

Speakers: Annabelle Van Nieuwenhuyse (Cinemaximiliaan) &
Dr. Benjamin Wayens (EBxl)
Panel: Kristiaan Borret (BMA) & Aline Fares (Finance Watch)
What: KeyNote & Discussion
When: Monday 04.07 – 10h-11h15
Participants: max. 140
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – theatre

Speakers: Tom Bonte (AB)
Panel: Cathy Min Jung (Le Rideau), Arne Huysmans (Volta) & Kasia
Redzisz (KANAL)
What: KeyNote & Discussion
When: Monday 04.07 – 11h45-13h00
Participants: max. 140
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – theatre

Brussels, due to its political complexity, and rich history
accommodates a multitude of identities, and special challenges.
Beyond pointing out these specificities, this session aims to find ways
to overcome this fragmentation. How can civil society contribute to
reimagining what it means to have unity within a metropolis? Building
from this, how can Brussels contribute to conceiving what it means to
have a European culture? Which are the similarities between these two
scales?

Together with the state, the market and the commons, culture
constitutes one of the main leverages in city making. However,
what truly defines urban culture, and how could it be mobilized to
define the cultural capital of Europe? How can we move culture
past the margins, to invite it, through its many cultural, educational,
media... institutions to reimagine new models for encounters in
Brussels?

The Brussels of witches: feminist guided walk

The B-side of Brussels

Le Bruxelles des sorcières: promenade féministe
Brussel van heksen: een feministische wandeling

La face B de Bruxelles
De B-kant van Brussel

Facilitator: Chiara Tomalino (L’architecture qui dégenre)
What: Walk
When: Monday 04.07 – 10h-13h
Participants: max. 20
Language: ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – income hall (departure)

Facilitators: Julia Mendes Rocha & Francesca Gualino (OSMOS)
What: Bike Tour // Walk
When: Monday 04.07 – 10h-12h
Participants: max. 20
Language: FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – income hall (departure)

In the 14th century, as we move out of the ‘dark’ Middle Ages
and into the Modern Age and the Renaissance, women are
plunged into darkness – or rather into the flames of the stake.
How were women’s skills and knowledge transformed into
acts of witchcraft? How did the living conditions of free
women change? What female figures reveal other possible
worlds? What does our urban public space reveal about that
time... and about witches today? Find out in this guided walk
by art historian Chiara Tomalino from L’architecture qui
dégenre.

The objective of this session is to inspire the participants to
discover ’B-side’ spots and stories in the heart of Brussels, by
going into the field and creating a route of places and experiences
that can be seen as examples of what Brussels2030 could be.
First, we are going to introduce the activity by presenting a
mapping case study. Then, from Tour à Plomb, we’re going on a
field trip to build a route of several stopovers inside the Brussels
pentagon, following a methodology of informal interviews with
locals and stakeholders, to find ‘still undiscovered’ places that
perform or encourage circular resource flows.

Less walls, more bridges

Speculative futures for Brussels

Moins de murs, plus de ponts
Minder muren, meer bruggen

Futurs spéculatifs pour Bruxelles
Speculatieve toekomsten voor Brussel

Facilitator: Nanouk Vets & Silvia Alba (The City is our
Playground)
What: Lab
Participants: max. 15
Language: EN/FR/NL
When: Monday 04.07 - 14h-17h

Facilitators: Maya Van Leemput & Eva De Smedt (EhB)
What: Installation & Lab
Participants: max. 10
When: Monday 04.07 – 14h-15h // 15h-16h // 16h-17h
Language: NL/FR/EN
Where: Tour à Plomb – room 1

Where: Tour à Plomb - bar
A participatory art workshop, facilitated by The City is our
Playground: A nonprofit organization focusing on urban
community building through art in Brussels. During the tour, we
will discover the various painting interventions The City is our
Playground has done within the Brussels 1000 area and its
vicinity. The City is our Playground creates moments for
people to connect in shared spaces. With our combined
backgrounds in design, criminology and linguistics, we design
participatory activities in public spaces, which aim to bring
people together, create a sense of belonging and strengthen
the connection with the neighborhood. The city becomes, as it
were, a canvas to visualize the identity of its residents.

Cocreating an imaginary park with residents
Cocréer un parc imaginaire avec les habitant.e.s
Samen met bewoners bouwen aan een imaginair park
Facilitator: Ciska Vandendriessche, Jovial Mbenga
& Konstantina Slakoni (Park Belle Vedere)
What: Lab
When: Monday 04.07 – 14h-17h
Participants: max. 30
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – room 2
During the Enterfestival 2018, Jovial Mbenga created an
imaginary park with a very diverse group of inhabitants
(Japanese, Greek, French, German, Slovak, Belgian, Peruvian...)
from Woluwe-Saint-Pierre: Park Belle Vedere. The group
wanted to turn Woluwe back into the attractive area it must
have been at the time of the horse races, at the beginning of
last century. It was their own diversity that was used as an
attraction, and so the Park became a metaphor for living
together in Brussels’ diverse reality. We will share our
experiences, from the perspective of the creator, the
participants, and the organizer. What made this happening so
special? How do you create together with a diverse group,
what does it take? What is the impact on the participants? How
do you imagine together, from different perspectives, and
create a new transcending culture/narrative? What can be
taken to Brussels2030?

This session is an open invitation to trigger, articulate, expose and
nurture your imagination and anticipation skills. A swift
collaboration between the research centre Open Time|Applied
Futures Research (EhB), Brussels-based audio artist Roel
Heremans and BNA-BBOT leads up towards a porous and
asynchronous polylogue during the Assembly. An intimate audio
composition of life in Brussels anno 2042 serves as our point de
repère: a touch-base in and through which participants imagine
desire lines towards preferable futures for Brussels beyond 2030.
The material expressions of these imaginaries gradually build up
towards a quirky exhibition of the not-yet, positioning the
participants intermittently as passive spectators and active
creators. The session lasts one hour.

Moving beyond Urban Living Labs: exploring
failures, successes, and further ambitions
Au-delà des Living Labs urbains : explorer les échecs, les succès et
les ambitions pour l’avenir
De stedelijke proeftuinen voorbij: een verkenning van, successen,
mislukkingen en ambities voor de toekomst
Facilitators: Etienne Toffin, Gregoire Wallenborn, Brecht Van der
Schueren & Lien Mostmans (OpenLab)
What: Lab
When: Monday-Thursday – 14h-17h // Friday 10h-13h
Participants: max. 30
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – room 3
Analyzing urban systems demands sophisticated approaches that
integrate diverse forms of knowledge, experience and expertise.
Using that knowledge for guiding change is even more complex
and involves a lot of trialing and learning. Spaces that allow for
such experiments can be created in the form of Urban Living Labs
(ULL) which use flexible approaches to address, cocreate and
experiment on societal challenges in everyday urban settings.
Whereas first generation ULLs were conceptualized as temporary
and spatially confined interventions, there is now an active debate
about emerging models of ‘ULL 2.0’ – a novel approach aiming
towards long-term urban transformation. In this session we will
explore Brussels-based experiences with ULLs, discuss failures
and successes, and scope further ambition and opportunities,
building on the B2030 momentum. Each session starts with an
experience sharing from an ongoing or past Living Lab. From there,
we build a shared canvas for future projects throughout the week.
You can join us for a one-day session or stick around the entire
week.

Scoping visions of desirable future(s)

‘Violence must be shown, otherwise you lie’

Recueillir des visions d’avenir(s) désirable(s)
Visies op wenselijke toekomst(en)

‘Geweld moet je laten zien, anders lieg je’
‘La violence doit être démontrée, sinon vous mentez’

Facilitator: Fiora Noël & Marie-Ange Dubreuil (SDS)
What: Lab
When: Monday 04.07 & Tuesday 05.07 – 14h-17h
Participants: max. 50
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: inside and outside Tour à Plomb

Facilitator: Wouter De Raeve (431 vzw)
What: Lab
When: Monday 04.07 – 14h-17h
Participants: max. 30
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – theatre

Strategic Design Scenarios (SDS) is an innovation lab
specialized in public innovation, strategic design, participatory
foresight, policy design, co-design with users and community
centered approaches. Created in 2003 in Belgium, SDS is one
of the pioneer design labs in Europe working on public
innovation through design. SDS strives for greater
sustainability, social equity and general interest. Two
designers from Strategic Design Scenarios, Fiora Noël and
Marie-Ange Dubreuil will be collecting citizens visions of
desirable future(s). Meet them in and around Tour à Plomb.

Who are the actors involved in spatial development, and what is
their balance of power? Who ultimately draws the longest straw?
The film WTC A Love Story will be screened as an impetus to a
discussion about this. The film zooms in on the interaction
between different actors in the context of the North Quarter in
Brussels. 431 is an initiative of Wouter De Raeve and Lietje
Bauwens to produce multidisciplinary frameworks for the creation,
curation, and research of forms of knowledge production and
presentation regarding spatial practice. Each project puts forward
its own specific methodology such as spatial interventions, text,
performance and film.

B2030 Summer Assembly Opening
4x4x4
Facilitator: Seppe De Blust & Emma Bourguignon (51N4E)
What: Lab
When: Monday 04.07 – 14h-17h
Participants: max. 30
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: 51N4E (Located at the Museum / Maison Nord above
McDonald’s in the entrance central hall of Brussels North
Station)

Ten years ago, the exhibition 4x4 was organized as part of the
Jonction Festival. Four coalitions (V+, Studio 012/Karbon,
51N4E/L'AUC/BBS, XDG) presented their vision of the northsouth connection starting from four carpets measuring four by
four metres. Today, the discussion is ongoing. The NorthSouth connection is still saturated and a second railway tunnel
heats the debate. What does this mean? How should we deal
with infrastructure in the city? Did Jonction have any effect?
With these questions in mind, we will dust off the carpets and
meet at the former train museum of Brussels North. In four
acts, we take the time to investigate what the Brussels
infrastructures of tomorrow will look like. Where Jonction
reflected on some of the most radical and dominant modernist
infrastructures of Brussels, in this session we will try to draw
the contours of possible adaptive infrastructures for the future.
Which places and flows in Brussels are collectively good? Can
we map them out? And how do they challenge us to keep
making the city together? Together with different actors the
discussion that will take place in the former North Station train
museum will take a new form that day. A start of a fifth carpet
will bloom from the exchanges looking back and forth on the
future of adaptive infrastructures of our cityscape. We will add,
paint and craft this new carpet that will be visible as a trace of
our Lab afternoon at the Tour à Plomb center for the rest of the
week.

Ouverture de la Summer Assembly B2030
Opening van de B2030 Summer Assembly
When: Monday 04.07 - 18h-20h
Where: Hôtel De Ville – Stadhuis
Join us straight at the town hall for the official opening or leave
from Tour à Plomb at 17h15 accompanied by the FANFAKIDS.
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TUESDAY // DINSDAG // MARDI

05.07.22
The great renovation: Brussels and its
sustainable transitions

Stedelijk burgerschap in de praktijk: Op zoek naar
de dromedaris - ‘de droom die daar is’

La grande rénovation: Bruxelles et ses transitions durables
De grote renovatie: Brussel en haar duurzame transities

La citoyenneté urbaine en pratique : une recherche qui révèle - "rêve
d’elle"
Urban citizenship in practice: research that reveals - "the dream of it
all”

Speakers: Dr. Jean-Philippe de Visscher (UCL) & Annekatrien
Verdickt (PlateformArchitectuur)
Panel: Dimitri Berliner (Communa) & Esra Tat ( Zero Waste) &
Roeland Dudal (AWR)
What: KeyNote & Discussion
When: Tuesday 05.07 – 10h-12h
Participants: max. 140
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – theatre

Facilitators: Aline Dusabe & Vanessa Vanfraeyenhoven (Citizenne)
What: Lab
Participants: max. 15
When: Tuesday 05.07 – 10h-12h and 14h-17h
Language: NL
Where: Tour à Plomb – room 2

The transition to a sustainable city poses one of the greatest
challenges for many domains in Brussels, including plans,
housing, mobility, public space etc. How can we structurally
organize this transition, from the people of Brussels to the
different institutional scales, reaching the European
institutions? What can be the role of arts and culture guiding
this process? How can they collaborate with research and
planning through localized innovation hubs? Lastly, what will
be the role of technologies within this change? In what ways
can digital and artificial intelligence, or concepts such as the
‘smart city’ be part of the solution?

The workshop Urban Citizenship in Practice is about how to strive
for more inclusive civic initiatives. Starting from the strengths and
challenges of the group, we will use the methodology ‘holding
spaces’ to learn to systematically free up space for people’s own
initiatives, including those whose voices, stories and potential are
(too) rarely heard or taken into account. Together with the
inhabitants of Brussels, Citizenne sets up projects and activities
with daily life (together) as the starting point. We strengthen
people, awaken their engagement and stimulate citizenship in
Brussels. Together with the inhabitants of Brussels, Citizenne
builds a sustainable and learning city where everyone is welcome
and where people connect. The workshop is organized in two
parts, a morning session and an afternoon session.

Visite du potager en toiture L(ag)UM

The true nature of Brussels

Visiting the L(ag)UM roof garden
Bezoek van de L(ag)UM daktuin

La vraie nature de Bruxelles
De ware natuur van Brussel

Facilitators: Léna De Brabandere & Francisco Davila (ULB),
Guillaume Culot & Gaël Loicq (Refresh)
What: Walk/Visit
When: Tuesday 05.07 – 10h-12h
Participants: max. 30
Language: FR
Where: Impasse des moineaux 110, Etterbeek (departure)

Facilitator: Gosie Vervloessem
What: Lab
When: Tuesday 05.07 – 14h-17h
Participants: max. 30
Language: ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb - attic

This is a guided tour of the L(ag)UM roof, an agricultural
production and research site, exploring the challenges of
rooftop food production. The tour will focus on the history of
the project, its technical aspects, production choices, social
approaches and research findings. We will ask participants the
questions that drive us: How can this type of project shape the
Brussels of tomorrow? What role should they play in the agroecological, social and societal transition of Brussels? With
which other disciplines should/could bridges be built? The visit
will be facilitated by Francisco Davila and Léna De Brabandere,
researchers at the ULB Agroecology Lab, and Guillaume Culot
and Gaël Loicq, market gardeners at Refresh asbl.

Gosie Vervloessem, aka The Sick Detective guides you through the
botanological map of the magical pentagon to explore together
with you the intimate plant life of Brussels. The garden of Eden, the
horror garden gets plowed, a landscape of emotions surfaces and
reveals the true nature of the swamp city. Gosie Vervloessem’s
artistic research focuses on the position of the researcher in times
of multiple crises. Her work faces the challenges that arise within
this role, and looks for new ways of producing knowledge. She
focuses mainly on the concept of nature and tries to unravel the
ideas that underpin this concept. In doing that, she identifies
herself as a Sick Detective, a character that involves the vegetal
kingdom as a possible ally in her research.

Toekomstplekken in Brussel – Kureghem
Lieux futurs à Bruxelles – Cureghem
Future locations in Brussels – Cureghem
Facilitator: Brukselbinnenstebuiten
What: Walk
When: Tuesday 05.07 – 14h-17h
Participants: max. 25
Language: NL/FR
Where: Magrittefontein, Ninoofseplein (departure)
The Cureghem district, between the railway and the canal, has
a glorious industrial past. But when industry moved away in the
1970s, neglect and poverty followed. This ‘arrival
neighborhood’ faces quite some challenges, yet when you walk
through the neighborhood, you can feel the future in the
making. The tour of Brukselbinnenstebuiten will take you to
some of the areas where the future of Cureghem is taking
shape: recycling and circular economy projects, new green
links, investments in education, housing and culture... We start
at Ninoofseplein and end at the site of the Abattoirs, where an
ambitious sustainable urban project is in the making.

Moving beyond Urban Living Labs: exploring
failures, successes, and further ambitions
Au-delà des Living Labs urbains : explorer les échecs, les succès et
les ambitions pour l’avenir
De stedelijke proeftuinen voorbij: een verkenning van, successen,
mislukkingen en ambities voor de toekomst
Facilitators: Etienne Toffin, Gregoire Wallenborn, Brecht Van der
Schueren & Lien Mostmans (OpenLab)
What: Lab
When: Monday-Thursday – 14h-17h // Friday 10h-13h
Participants: max. 30
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – room 3
Analyzing urban systems demands sophisticated approaches that
integrate diverse forms of knowledge, experience and expertise.
Using that knowledge for guiding change is even more complex
and involves a lot of trialing and learning. Spaces that allow for
such experiments can be created in the form of Urban Living Labs
(ULL) which use flexible approaches to address, cocreate and
experiment on societal challenges in everyday urban settings.
Whereas first generation ULLs were conceptualized as temporary
and spatially confined interventions, there is now an active debate
about emerging models of ‘ULL 2.0’ – a novel approach aiming
towards long-term urban transformation. In this session we will
explore Brussels-based experiences with ULLs, discuss failures
and successes, and scope further ambition and opportunities,
building on the B2030 momentum. Each session starts with an
experience sharing from an ongoing or past Living Lab. From there,
we build a shared canvas for future projects throughout the week.
You can join us for a one-day session or stick around the entire
week.

Speculative futures for Brussels
Scoping visions of desirable future(s)
Recueillir des visions d’avenir(s) désirable(s)
Visies op wenselijke toekomst(en)
Facilitators: Fiora Noël & Marie-Ange Dubreuil (SDS)
What: Lab
When: Monday 04.07 & Tuesday 05.07 – 14h-17h
Participants: no registration needed
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: inside and outside Tour à Plomb

Strategic Design Scenarios (SDS) is an innovation lab
specialized in public innovation, strategic design, participatory
foresight, policy design, co-design with users and community
centered approaches. Created in 2003 in Belgium, SDS is one
of the pioneer design labs in Europe working on public
innovation through design. SDS strives for greater
sustainability, social equity and general interest. Two
designers from Strategic Design Scenarios, Fiora Noël and
Marie-Ange Dubreuil will be collecting citizens visions of
desirable future(s). Meet them in and around Tour à Plomb.

Futurs spéculatifs pour Bruxelles
Speculatieve toekomsten voor Brussel
Facilitators: Maya Van Leemput & Eva De Smedt (EhB)
What: Installation & Lab
Participants: max. 10
When: Tuesday 05.07 – 14h-15h // 15h-16h // 16h-17h
Language: NL/FR/EN
Where: Tour à Plomb – room 1
This session is an open invitation to trigger, articulate, expose and
nurture your imagination and anticipation skills. A swift
collaboration between the research centre Open Time|Applied
Futures Research (EhB), Brussels-based audio artist Roel
Heremans and BNA-BBOT leads up towards a porous and
asynchronous polylogue during the Assembly. An intimate audio
composition of life in Brussels anno 2042 serves as our point de
repère: a touch-base in and through which participants imagine
desire lines towards preferable futures for Brussels beyond 2030.
The material expressions of these imaginaries gradually build up
towards a quirky exhibition of the not-yet, positioning the
participants intermittently as passive spectators and active
creators. The session lasts one hour.

Super Terram Dérive (a fictional restitution of
urban soil)

Smaakmakers: een lezing over Brusselse
hyperdiversiteit

Super Terram Dérive (une restitution fictionnelle des sols
urbains)
Super Terram Dérive (een fictief herstel van de stedelijke
bodem)

Tastemakers : une conférence sur l'hyperdiversité de Bruxelles
Tastemakers: a conference on the hyperdiversity of Brussels

Facilitator: Nadia Casabella (ULB), Jolein Bergers (bral vzw) &
Sotiria Kornaropolou (51n4e)
What: Lab
When: Tuesday 05.07 – 18h-20h
Participants: max. 25
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Schaerbeek Formation - 1130 Brussel
The aim is to experiment with new ways of relating to the
ground by restoring modes of premodern attention, helping us
to tell and amplify destabilizing stories and histories about
urban soils. Super Terram proposes to organize a fictional
‘dérive,’ a semi-planned walking tour through the rarely
accessed Schaerbeek Formation (SF) site, followed by an act
of restitution, inspired by science-fiction (SF) techniques. We
are a group of people living in Brussels, primarily women, of
highly diverse backgrounds, both in terms of the bits of
knowledge we mobilize and in terms of our origins. The
uncertain future of urban soils, too often reduced to an inert
surface whose value exclusively depends on land transactions,
unites us. Our goal is to figure out how to plan and build our
cities to make room for living soil, whose thickness would
accommodate the life and affections it was deprived of for so
long. And so the project Super Terram was born.

Atelier Percussion
Percussieatelier
Percussion workshop
Host: Jo Zanders
What: workshop
When: Tuesday 05.07 – Thursday 07.07 18h-20h
Participants: max. 20
Language: NL/FR
Where: Tour à Plomb – gym
Jo Zanders and Vital Schraenen will challenge the participants
of the Brussels2030 Summer Assembly to dive into the quirky
percussion universe of BRUTAL. From July 5th till 7th, they will
host a percussion workshop at Tour à Plomb. On Friday 8 July
there will be a collective performance with the participants, Jo
and Vital, supplemented by other musicians from Brussels,
Flanders, and even Zambia and South Africa. This workshop
emanates from a collaboration between MetX, Le BraSS, Park
Poetik and DeBatterij.

Speaker: Hans Vandecandelaere
What: Talk & Debate
When: Tuesday 05.07 – 18h-20h
Participants: max. 50
Language: NL/FR
Where: Tour à Plomb – theatre

After In Brussels, a book that traces about 75 years of recent
migration in Europe’s capital, author Hans Vandecandelaere is
writing a sequel, touching on the issue of hyper-diversity. What are
the gains and what are the pitfalls? He looked for strengths,
weaknesses and challenges in various environments. During this
lecture, he will present some of his research findings. Hans
Vandecandelaere is the author of the non-fiction books In Brussel.
Een reis door de wereld (2012), In Molenbeek (2015) and En vraag
niet waarom. Sex work in Belgium (2019). He is a guide of
Brukselbinnenstebuiten.

(Picture: Gosie Vervloessem)

WEDNESDAY // WOENSDAG // MERCREDI

06.07.22
Mobilizing the population, coproducing
the city
Mobiliser la population, coproduire la ville
De bevolking mobiliseren, de stad coproduceren
Speakers: Liselotte Vanheukelom (JES) & Nicola da Schio
(VUB)
Panel: Ibrahim Emsallak (Vlaamse Boks Liga) & Fatima Zibouh
(Aula Magna) & Bram Dewolfs (AUA)
What: KeyNote & Discussion
When: Wednesday 06.07 – 10h-12h
Participants: max. 140
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – theatre
The Brussels youth can be described by its superdiversity and
creolized identities. In all this diversity, how can civil society
find ways to overcome its segmentation and create platforms
of cooperation? How can we together reinforce the existing,
indetermined spaces to unify in diversity? Are sustainable
neighborhoods and urban commons possible leverages for
this mobilization ? Can these prepare for the creation of
perennial citizen conventions ?

Speculative futures for Brussels
Futurs spéculatifs pour Bruxelles
Speculatieve toekomsten voor Brussel
Facilitators: Maya Van Leemput & Eva De Smedt (Ehb)
What: Installation & Lab
Participants: max. 10
When: Wednesday 06.07 – 14h-15h // 15h-16h // 16h-17h
Language: NL/FR/EN
Where: Tour à Plomb – room 1
This session is an open invitation to trigger, articulate, expose
and nurture your imagination and anticipation skills. A swift
collaboration between the research centre Open Time|Applied
Futures Research (EhB), Brussels-based audio artist Roel
Heremans and BNA-BBOT leads up towards a porous and
asynchronous polylogue during the Assembly. An intimate
audio composition of life in Brussels anno 2042 serves as our
point de repère: a touch-base in and through which participants
imagine desire lines towards preferable futures for Brussels
beyond 2030. The material expressions of these imaginaries
gradually build up towards a quirky exhibition of the not-yet,
positioning the participants intermittently as passive
spectators and active creators. The session lasts one hour.

Minority Walk
Promenade des minorités
Minderheden wandeling
Facilitator: Omar Fassi Fehri
What: Walk & Lab
Participants: max. 15
When: Wednesday 06.07 – Walk: 10h-12h // Lab: 14h--17h
Language: FR
Where: Tour à Plomb (departure)
The history of minorities often remains invisible, ‘forgotten’ in the
public debate. The Minority Walk is a two-hour walk through the
center of Brussels, which proposes to discover how the oppression
of minorities – in the sense of groups undergoing relations of
domination in the public space. The project focuses on four
categories of minorities: racialized people, women, the LGBTQIA+
community and colonized people. The Minority Walk sheds light on
the various types of oppression experienced by these people. It
aims to foment debate and reflection through direct, on-the-ground
experimentation with the relationships of domination. It is also an
experiment in questioning our privileges and/or situations of
discrimination. Participants will be ‘specta-actors’, as Augusto Boal
of the Theatre of the Oppressed would say. After the visit there is
a round table discussion, to share observations, create synergies
and discuss various topics related to the activity.

Moving beyond Urban Living Labs: exploring
failures, successes, and further ambitions
Au-delà des Living Labs urbains : explorer les échecs, les succès et
les ambitions pour l’avenir
De stedelijke proeftuinen voorbij: een verkenning van, successen,
mislukkingen en ambities voor de toekomst
Facilitators: Etienne Toffin, Gregoire Wallenborn, Brecht Van der
Schueren & Lien Mostmans (OpenLab)
What: Lab
When: Monday-Thursday – 14h-17h // Friday 10h-13h
Participants: max. 30
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – room 3
Analyzing urban systems demands sophisticated approaches that
integrate diverse forms of knowledge, experience and expertise.
Using that knowledge for guiding change is even more complex
and involves a lot of trialing and learning. Spaces that allow for
such experiments can be created in the form of Urban Living Labs
(ULL) which use flexible approaches to address, cocreate and
experiment on societal challenges in everyday urban settings.
Whereas first generation ULLs were conceptualized as temporary
and spatially confined interventions, there is now an active debate
about emerging models of ‘ULL 2.0’ – a novel approach aiming
towards long-term urban transformation. In this session we will
explore Brussels-based experiences with ULLs, discuss failures
and successes, and scope further ambition and opportunities,
building on the B2030 momentum. Each session starts with an

J’habite, tu habites, ils spéculent
I inhabit, you inhabit, they speculate
Ik woon, jij woont, zij speculeren
Performer: Sarah De Laet
What: Conférence Gesticulée
When: Wednesday 06.07 - 18h-20h
Participants: max. 100
Language: FR
Where: Tour à Plomb – theatre
If you have ever wondered why buildings stand empty in
expensive cities, if you have ever wondered why rents keep
going up, if you have a home or if you don’t, then this
performance is for you! Her journey through Brussels, her love
of Starmania and urban geography led Sarah to ask herself
thousands of questions such as “why is it so difficult to find
accommodation in Brussels and in many other cities?” On the
professional side, Sarah was a researcher in geography at the
ULB for several years before working for Inter-Environment
Brussels for 3 years where she became passionate about
continuing education. She is active in several Brussels
collectives fighting for the right to housing and to the city.

Poetry in Place
Poésie sur le vif
Poëzie voor onderweg
Facilitator: Miksi Bee & Fleur Wirtz (SpeakEasy Spoken Word
BXL)
What: Walk
Participants: max. 20
When: Wednesday 06.07 – 14h-17h
Language: NL/EN
Where: Tour à Plomb – income hall (departure)
Poetry in Place takes you on a short walk through some lesser
known bits of Brussels. The walk is a poetic discovery of
unusual places. In different locations your performer guides
will stop and read, perform, and sing the dreams they have
imagined, the dreams of what these places are, were, and will
be. What secrets and promises do these parts of the city hold,
and can you see what they claim to show? SpeakEasy Spoken
Word BXL is a multilingual poetry collective founded in
Brussels. Our events aim to transcend language, creating a
space where poetry can grow. We dip our toes into everything,
we walk poetically, test naively. In addition to our monthly open
mics we organize occasional bursts of words in the wild. Miksi
is a nomadic performance poet rooted in Brussels like a weed.
(Even if she goes, she won’t stay gone long). Part of the
SpeakEasy collective she organizes poetic interventions, writes
silly monologues and answers your question in riddles or
rhymes. Fleur Wirtz is part of the collective Territoire des
chats. As a singer-songwriter she likes to come to unexpected
places where she can share her music and delve up new
stories by involving bystanders or being inspired by the
location.

experience sharing from an ongoing or past Living Lab. From there,
we build a shared canvas for future projects throughout the week.
You can join us for a one-day session or stick around the entire
week.

Dreams of the Iris: Building a truly modern
amusement park
Dreams of the Iris: Construire un parc d’attraction modern
Dromen van de Iris: een modern themapark
Facilitator: Antonio García-Díaz (ULB)
What: Lab
Participants: max. 15
Language: EN/FR
When: Wednesday 06.07 – 14h-17h
Where: Tour à Plomb – attic
Dreams of the Iris is an entirely novel amusement park concept for
today’s Brussels. The core of this concept is ‘the park is Brussels’:
the park is embedded into the city, and the city is embedded into
the park. Five ingredients make this concept unique: (1) the park’s
attractions are all located inside unused pre-existing buildings in
Brussels’ city center (2) the attractions are all based on AI, content
generation, and interactivity, (3) all of the attractions are
interconnected through a geolocation-based smartphone
application, (4) visitors are submerged into Brussels’ super-diverse
heritage and culture through the attractions’ surreal urban fantasy
theming, and (5) key representatives of Brussels’ citizens are
consulted during the creative process. The aim of presenting this
concept within the Brussels2030 Summer Assembly is to gather
support from (among others) public administrations, universities,
private companies, entrepreneurs, artists, cultural players and the
media, and to create an initial group of citizens who are eager and
committed to contribute to this project.

Heyvaert in transition
Heyvaert en transition
Heyvaert in transitie
Perfomer: Raafat Majzoub
What: Lecture-Performance
When: Wednesday 06.07 - 18h-20h
Participants: max. 40
Language: ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – attic
Raafat Majzoub is an architect, author and artist based in Lebanon.
His work negotiates the territory of reality through literature, visual
arts and public interventions, inventing and advocating accessible
alternatives and possible scenarios. During a residency at
Moussem Nomadic Arts Centre Majzoub reflects from his specific
artistic practice on the Heyvaert neighborhood in Anderlecht, the
local economy, the industry of second hand cars, public space and
gentrification. In this lecture he shares his findings and gives an
insight into his project ‘street school,’ an inquisitive performance
on mutual learning in public.

(Picture: Strategic Design Scenarios)

THURSDAY // DONDERDAG // JEUDI

07.07.22
Re-imagining Brussels: telling another story

L’occupation Temporaire à finalité sociale

Ré-imaginer Bruxelles : conter une autre histoire
Brussel opnieuw verbeelden: een ander verhaal vertellen

Temporary occupation for social purposes
Tijdelijk gebruik met sociale doeleinden

Speakers: Joke Quintens (WETOPIA) & Caroline Kadziola
(Kanal)
Panel: Camille Kervella (architecture qui dégenre) & Maya Van
Leemput (Ehb)
What: KeyNote & Discussion
When: Thursday 07.07 – 10h-12h
Participants: max. 140
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – theatre

Facilitator: Charlotte Bens (La Serre - Communa)
What: Walk
When: Thursday 07.07 – 10h-12h
Participants: max. 50
Language: FR
Where: La Serre (Rue Gray 171, Ixelles)

If it is Brussels’ diversity that defines its richness, we urgently
need
to adapt the still persistent bi-communitarian narrative, to a
new, cosmopolitan cultural plan for Brussels. However, which
are the diversities we want to represent, under which
articulations? How can these new urban narratives find their
way in songs, images, objects, etc. for Brussels to remain a
European capital of culture, long after 2030?

What is the purpose of a temporary occupation? Why is it
necessary? Who does it serve? During the phase of occupation and
afterwards. These questions will be addressed by Charlotte from
ASBL Communa. During this morning of presentation and
exchange she aims to illustrate the purposes of temporary
occupations carried out by the ASBL by focusing on the case of the
Serre, a temporary occupation based in Ixelles since 2017.
Charlotte Bens joined Communa in 2019. Since 2020, she has been
coordinating of La Serre.

Involvement of young people in the
construction of Brussels 2030

Brussels Turbulencies, research into what wind
around towers says about cities

Implication des jeunes dans la construction de Brussels 2030
Jongeren betrekken bij de voorbereiding van Brussel 2030

Turbulences de Bruxelles, recherche sur ce que le vent autour des
tours nous dit des villes
Turbulenties in Brussel, onderzoek naar wat de wind rond torens
ons vertelt over steden

Facilitator: Anne Deltour (Orfeo)
What: Lab
When: Thursday 07.07 – 14h-17h
Participants: max. 30
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – gym

Brussels2030 aims to be an inclusive and diversity-sensitive
project. The question of how to involve young people in this
process is central. In order for this inclusion to be achieved
and successful, it is necessary to ask the right questions. Who
are the young people to be involved? What is their relationship
to culture and to which culture? How would they like to be
involved? How can we keep them mobilized over such a long
period? Who are the key actors to engage? This session aims
to identify and validate the key issues to be addressed.
Building on the session’s discussions, we will investigate
possible ways to foster an inclusive process and a long-term
journey.

Facilitators: Raf Custers & Greet Brauwers
What: Lab
Participants: max.30
When: Thursday 07.07 – 14h--17h
Language: NL/FR
Location: Tour à Plomb – room 2
The session is designed as a workshop to start thinking about the
presence of towers and skyscrapers in Brussels (and elsewhere)
and their impact on cities. It starts with a presentation by Raf
Custers and Greet Brauwers on their practice of Tower Turbulence,
which is then handed over to a number of invited speakers by exu
to move towards an exchange with the participants, the result of
which should be - ideally - the intention to initiate and plan a
collective research over the long term on Tower Turbulence. Raf
Custers and Greet Brauwers carry out artistic research projects. An
important theme is hyper-extractivism. They therefore work on
extractivism in cities (e.g. Brussels, Kinshasa, Rio de Janeiro and
Jerusalem) and mining (in the DRCongo, Latin America and the
seabed).

STEENWEG – a culture of metropolitan
ground floors
STEENWEG - une culture du rez-de-chaussée de la métropole
STEENWEG - een cultuur van de begane grond van de
metropool
Facilitator: Jean-Philippe De Visscher (UCL)
What: Walk & Lab
Participants: max. 30
When: Thursday 07.07 – Walk: 10h-12h // Lab: 14h--17h
Language: NL/FR/EN
Where: Walk: Place Fernand Coq, Ixelles (departure) – Lab:
Tour à Plomb – room 1
From the middle age up to the early 20th century, the
‘steenweg’ – the west-east urban axis connecting Gentse
Steenweg and chaussée d’Ixelles – used to be the backbone of
the city center. Nowadays, after a century of deep
transformation and segmentation, it has become a trajectory
intersecting highly diverse neighborhoods and a unique density
of public buildings, cultural institutions and heritage sites. It is
also planned as one of the future main pedestrian axis of the
Regional Mobility Plan. Based on earlier studies carried out by
the Brussels Studies Institute, UCLouvain and USL-B with the
support of perspective.brussels, this combination of walk and
workshop will explore the possibility to reshape the Steenweg
as a cultural landscape embodying the metropolitan soul and
dreams of Brussels. First we will walk along the Steenweg, in
order to observe the multiples uses and practices in publicly
accessible spaces such as galleries, train and metro stations,
halls, courts, patios, parkings, etc. In the afternoon we will
share and discuss observations at Tour à Plomb.

Moving beyond Urban Living Labs: exploring
failures, successes, and further ambitions
Au-delà des Living Labs urbains : explorer les échecs, les
succès et les ambitions pour l’avenir
De stedelijke proeftuinen voorbij: een verkenning van,
successen, mislukkingen en ambities voor de toekomst
Facilitators: Etienne Toffin, Gregoire Wallenborn, Brecht Van
der Schueren & Lien Mostmans (OpenLab)
What: Lab
When: Monday-Thursday – 14h-17h // Friday 10h-13h
Participants: max. 30
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – room 3
Analyzing urban systems demands sophisticated approaches
that integrate diverse forms of knowledge, experience and
expertise. Using that knowledge for guiding change is even
more complex and involves a lot of trialing and learning.
Spaces that allow for such experiments can be created in the
form of Urban Living Labs (ULL) which use flexible approaches
to address, cocreate and experiment on societal challenges in
everyday urban settings. Whereas first generation ULLs were
conceptualized as temporary and spatially confined
interventions, there is now an active debate about emerging
models of ‘ULL 2.0’ – a novel approach aiming towards longterm urban transformation. In this session we will explore

Werken aan zorgzame en duurzame buurten
Œuvrer pour des quartiers solidaires et durables
Working towards caring and sustainable neighbourhoods
Facilitator: Atelier Groot Eiland
What: Lab
When: Thursday 07.07 – 14h-17h
Participants: max. 30
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Belmundo (Henegouwenkaai 41, Molenbeek)
At the end of 2019, in cooperation with three central partners BSIBCO, BRAL and Groot Eiland, VGC started an exploratory study
under the impetus of an investment subsidy for the realization of a
‘productive green and blue network in the southern pentagon’
granted by the Flemish Government. In 2021, Groot Eiland set to
work with the results of the study in order to translate them into
concrete realizations in close cooperation with school networks,
neighborhood activities, care institutions and other (neighborhood)
actors. As a result, an edible green, blue, biodiversity and coolness
network was sown in the inner city of Brussels that finds its way
through the streets, along facades, through fences and over roofs.
A hidden vegetable garden, a shady spot under a mulberry tree, an
edible grove on a playground and climbing greenery at the school
gate… In June 2022, the first realizations of GroenBlauw.bxl will
officially be inaugurated. An ideal moment to discover the first
results, reflect on the process and look ahead to the future during a
round table discussion.

L’assemblée du temps long
The assembly of the long times
De vergadering van verre tijden
Facilitator: Benoit Verhulst (Missions Publiques)
What: Lab
Participants: max. 30
When: Thursday 07.07 – 14h-17h
Language: FR
Where: Tour à Plomb – attic
There is a lot of talk about the need to consider the consequences
of our actions on future generations... but when do we really
connect with them? We offer an immersive workshop, based on
the principles of deliberative democracy: a guided dialogue with
the seventh generation. This is a novel exercise that calls on
everyone’s ability to think in the long term. It is about drawing on
one’s imagination – and creativity – to meet and exchange with
our distant descendants, those who will have to live with the
choices we make today. This workshop aims to produce visions of
a desirable Brussels in 2030, as a European cultural capital, a city
that takes into account future generations and better involves
citizens in decision-making.

Brussels-based experiences with ULLs, discuss failures and
successes, and scope further ambition and opportunities,
building on the B2030 momentum. Each session starts with an
experience sharing from an ongoing or past Living Lab. From
there, we build a shared canvas for future projects throughout
the week. You can join us for a one-day session or stick around
the entire week.

Spoken Word: Echo For Tomorrow
Spoken Word : Echo pour demain
Gesproken woord: Echo voor morgen
Facilitators: Miksi Bee & Fleur Wirtz
What: Lab
When: Thursday 07.07 – 18h-20h
Participants: max. 40
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – attic
Performers Miksi and Fleur turn dreams, ideas and feelings
into poetry and music. In Echo For Tomorrow we create visions
of the city we live in together with the audience. We will write
down words and make drawings for them, show a dance and
listen to the poetry and song they make together. Strolling
around like a cat Fleur loves to end up in unexpected places in
the city, where she will share her music and delve up stories by
involving bystanders or being inspired by the location. Miksi is
a nomadic performance poet rooted in Brussels like a weed.
(Even if she goes, she won’t stay gone long). Part of the
SpeakEasy collective she organizes poetic interventions, writes
silly monologues and answers your questions in riddles or
rhymes.

Atelier Percussion
Percussieatelier
Percussion workshop
Host: Jo Zanders
What: workshop
When: Tuesday 05.07 – Thursday 07.07 18h-20h
Participants: max. 20
Language: NL/FR
Where: Tour à Plomb – gym
Jo Zanders and Vital Schraenen will challenge the participants of
the Brussels2030 Summer Assembly to dive into the quirky
percussion universe of BRUTAL. From July 5th till 7th, they will
host a percussion workshop at Tour à Plomb. On Friday 8 July
there will be a collective performance with the participants, Jo and
Vital, supplemented by other musicians from Brussels, Flanders,
and even Zambia and South Africa. This workshop emanates from
a collaboration between MetX, Le BraSS, Park Poetik and
DeBatterij.

Bar Talks with Hadja Lahbib
As with any event, the after talks in the bar are often the most
inspiring ones. Stick around at the end of the day and share your
insights and experiences over a snack and a drink. Hadja Lahbib
will put some politicians to the test, voicing concerns, expectations
and suggestions explored during the Summer Assembly.
Where: Tour à Plomb – bar
When: Tuesday 05.07 to Thursday 07.07, 17h30-18h30

(Picture: Atelier Groot Eiland)

FRIDAY // VRIJDAG // VENDREDI

08.07.22
Big in BXL, jongeren maken de stad!

Cartography for a Multispecies City!

À BXL, les jeunes font la ville !
Big in BXL, youngsters make the city!

Cartografie van een levende stad
Cartographie d’une ville vivante

Facilitator: Wies Moriau (Jes vzw)
What: Walk
When: Friday 08.07 – 10h-13h
Participants: max. 15
Language: NL/FR
Where: Gare Maritime - Picardstraat 11, Brussels (departure)

Facilitator: Jolein Bergers (KUL)
What: Lab
When: Friday 08.07 – 10h-13h
Participants: max.25
Language: NL/FR
Where: Wiels (Avenue Van Volxem 354, Vorst)

We are JES. Above all, we want children and young people to
feel empowered and at home in the city. We organize activities
and projects in leisure, education, work, training and welfare.
Together with children, young people and partners, we build
the city of tomorrow. Brussels is a young city, with the Canal
Zone as an outstanding example. For years, JES has been
supporting youngsters in taking their place in the city. This
walk will take you from Tour en Taxi to Ninoofse Poort to look
back on 20 years of practice around the Canal Zone. You will
discover the role young people and youth organizations have
played in reshaping this urban area. We will discuss today's
practice, with (cultural) participation and urban leadership at
the core. And together we will look ahead and dream about
how a cultural capital could be a motor for urban development
with youth at its heart.

During this collaborative mapping session, we aim to map a
collective sense of loss and wonder in front of the disappearance
and appearance of different life forms on contested sites of urban
nature in Brussels. This map will be produced in close
collaboration with members of neighborhood and nature
associations who have been organizing marches to protest the
development plans for sites of urban nature (such as the Friche
Josaphat, le Marais Wiels, Donderberg, Mijlemeers…). The mapping
session will be preceded by a walk in the Marais Wiels, where we
will test alternative methods for integrating more affective forms
of knowledge about animal and plant species into spatial design
tools.

Marché Bildy Markt

Au-delà des Living Labs urbains : explorer les échecs, les succès et
les ambitions pour l’avenir
De stedelijke proeftuinen voorbij: een verkenning van, successen,
mislukkingen en ambities voor de toekomst

Facilitators: Einat Tuchman & Esther Severi
What: Lab
When: Friday 08.07 – 10h-13h
Participants: max. 30
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – room 2
Marché Bildy Markt is a project initiated by Espacetous and the
socially engaged artist and performer Einat Tuchman. It is a
market for handmade products created by inhabitants and
small ASBLs from Molenbeek and Laeken. At the same time
the market is an art project, in which Brussels based artists
explore how to empower the local economy through artistic
interventions while reinforcing and developing the local
narrative. Dramaturg and researcher Esther Severi and Einat
Tuchman invite you to a round table. Through a guided
discussion, using different dialogical tools, they will exchange
visions concerning the role of art within social economic and
political transitions. They believe that art has the capacity to
imagine and design social transformation. Together with a
number of guests with an artistic practice that is deeply
embedded in a social context and the participants they will
compose a manual for art as a tool to imagine and design
social transformation.

Moving beyond Urban Living Labs: exploring
failures, successes, and further ambitions

Facilitators: Etienne Toffin, Gregoire Wallenborn, Brecht Van der
Schueren & Lien Mostmans (OpenLab)
What: Lab
When: Monday-Thursday – 14h-17h // Friday 10h-13h
Participants: max. 30
Language: NL/FR/ENG
Where: Tour à Plomb – room 3
Analyzing urban systems demands sophisticated approaches that
integrate diverse forms of knowledge, experience and expertise.
Using that knowledge for guiding change is even more complex
and involves a lot of trialing and learning. Spaces that allow for
such experiments can be created in the form of Urban Living Labs
(ULL) which use flexible approaches to address, cocreate and
experiment on societal challenges in everyday urban settings.
Whereas first generation ULLs were conceptualized as temporary
and spatially confined interventions, there is now an active debate
about emerging models of ‘ULL 2.0’ – a novel approach aiming
towards long-term urban transformation. In this session we will
explore Brussels-based experiences with ULLs, discuss failures
and successes, and scope further ambition and opportunities,
building on the B2030 momentum. Each session starts with an
experience sharing from an ongoing or past Living Lab. From there,
we build a shared canvas for future projects throughout the week.

Brussels Open Living Lab

You can join us for a one-day session or stick around the entire
week.

Facilitators: Joke Den Haese (EhB)
What: Visit
Participants: max. 10
When: Friday 08.07 – 10h-13h
Language: NL/FR/EN
Where: EhB, Campus Kanal (Slotstraat 28, Brussel)

Sharing Insights & Future Ambitions

BrOLL (Brussels Open Living Lab) is a socio-educational
project in which old, discarded and residual materials ( brol)
from Brussels organizations and companies are reused in a
cocreative process to connect children and adults from
different socio-cultural and socio-economic backgrounds.
Intergenerational dialogue is central in all of this. BrOLL is the
result of the socio-cultural, artistic and pedagogical expertise
within the Bachelor of Education for Young Children at the
Erasmushogeschool Brussel. During this session, the history of
the initiative will be outlined and participants will be invited to
take part in a creative introduction to ‘recovered’ materials.

Partager les idées et les ambitions d’avenir
Ideeën en ambities voor de toekomst delen
What: Closing reflections & future scoping
When: Friday 08.07 - 14h-17h
Where: Tour à Plomb
At the end of the week, the outcomes of the Summer Assembly will
be show-cased at Tour à Plomb.

B2030 Summer Assembly Closing
Clôture de la Summer Assembly B2030
Slot van de B2030 Summer Assembly
When: Friday 08.07 – 18h-…
Location: Tour à Plomb
We close the Summer Assembly with a drink, snack and some
music.

(Picture: Big in BXL – Jes vzw)

DIVERS // ONGOING
20:30 Bruxels Talks

Brussels City of Stories

20:30 Bruxsels Talks is an installation playing a radio show of
the future. The radio show set in the year 2030 is produced by
BrusselAVenir, in association with BNA-BBOT. Once listeners
tune into the show, they will be unknowingly transported to a
future where Brussels has made an inclusive and sustainable
transition that takes care of its diverse population on both an
ecological and social level. In this fun and entertaining show
you will hear people from the future sharing about their lives,
hopes and fears. There will be reminiscent throwbacks of the
past (that is today) through sound archives; contemporary
breaking news; live music; and interviews with influential
members of 2030’s society, all with the aim to trigger action to
make this plausible future a reality! BrusselAVenir is a citizen
lab that depicts new narratives for Brussels.

Brussels City of Stories is a participative project that aims to
inhabit the territory of Brussels in a poetic way by filling the city
with the stories of the people who live there. We all have a story to
tell, but mostly stories! Whether funny or not, beautiful or
surprising, true or imaginary, these stories follow us everywhere we
go and cross paths through encounters that bring people and
places together. Brussels, with its 180 nationalities and nearly a
100 languages, is full of stories that are just waiting to be told. For
the second edition Brussels City of Stories explored the theme of
public transport as the setting and location for stories and
encounters. Discover the stories during The Summer Assembly.

Where: Tour à Plomb – bar
When: Monday 04.07 to Friday 08.07

Le jeu vidéo, objet culturel, artistique,
d'expression citoyenne
Arts&Publics is a cultural organization focusing on the world of
arts and culture in Brussels. It is best known for promoting free
access to museums every first Sunday of the month. Willing to
improve the connection between the public and museums,
Arts&Publics launched projects with video game creations in
2017. The video game industry is now worth more than the
movie and the music industries combined and has conquered
a major place among the population's cultural practice. Based
on this observation, we believe that video game can be an
interesting and meaningful object to enable political
expression and critical thinking. That is why we have
developed a great variety of innovative projects around this
media as a tool to address contemporary issues such as
intercultural dialogues, climate change or gender inequalities.
You will have the opportunity to discover a selection of those
projects at our stand.
Where: Tour à Plomb – bar
When: Thursday 07.07 & Friday 08.07 – 10h-18h

Local Fictions
How do we inhabit the local world? Are we still aware of the
richness of the places we inhabit and the stories they contain?
The artists participating in the Local Fictions exhibition have
tried to answer these questions, each in their own way. Taking
as their starting point the local missions of the cultural and
sports centre Tour à Plomb, the invited artists then set off to
explore the surroundings of the Centre, while meeting its
inhabitants.
Where: Tour à Plomb
Who: Marina Amaral, Michèle Bellanger, Marie Dubus, Lila
Poimboeuf Mahieu, Pierre Alexis, Noémie Le Meur, Camille
Lemille et le Collectif Confus.e.es
When: Monday 04.07 to Friday 08.07

Where: Tour à Plomb
When: Monday 04.07 to Friday 08.07

Q(ee)R Codes – Nouvelles frontières
How does urban public space refer to our views on gender? When
is a space experienced as safe and welcoming or just as hostile by
cis- or trans-women and by queer and non-binary people? What are
our everyday strategies and actions of resistance and
emancipation in public space and in interaction with the other?
Q(ee)R Codes - New Boundaries Anderlecht 1070 is part of a longterm nomadic artistic project initiated by Anna Raimondo. You are
invited to discover a multitude of voices of residents about their
experience of public space through listening walks through
Anderlecht. More info and parcours: moussem.be
Where: podcast-walks - diverse neighborhoods in Anderlecht
When: Monday 04.07 to Friday 08.07

Museum of Unwanted Pianos
Brussels was once a city of piano manufacturers. Now it is a city of
unwanted pianos. Every day pianos are abandoned, usually ending
up in a containerpark. Barbara Drazkowska collects old pianos and
gives them new concert life.
Where: Tour à Plomb
When: several moments during the week

EsteNews : Brussels 2030
EsteNews is a new independent video diary 3.0, mainly aimed at
15-35 year olds and subtitled in several languages. The show will
start during the Summer Assembly with two main missions: to
follow and animate the Summer Assembly on social networks, and
to make a short fiction film about a utopian Brussels 2030, based
on the ideas expressed during the week.
Where: inside and outside Tour à Plomb
When: Monday 04.07 to Friday 08.07

PRACTICALITIES
The Summer Assembly is organized at Tour à Plomb (Rue de l’Abattoir 24, 1000 Brussels , see:
Tour à Plomb). Participation is free. You can buy drinks and snacks at Tour à Plomb, or bring your
own food and beverage.
Please read through the guidelines carefully in advance of the Assembly.
Aims: the Summer Assembly intends to offer a space where diverse urban actors
can inspire one another and initiate processes of collaborative city-making. During these five days
we will be able to discuss themes that concern us all, such as sustainability, new forms of
democracy and solidarity and inclusion. Our aim is to encourage rich encounters and dialogues. We
therefore welcome people with diverse personal, professional and disciplinary backgrounds. A
variety of activities will be proposed, building on participatory and engaged methods. They all will
inspire the Brussels2030 project.
Guiding principles: We aim to encourage dialogue and experience sharing over boundaries of
disciplines, sectors, age, life experiences and backgrounds, building on critical, participatory and
engaged methods. We therefore ask all participants to be open to differences and treat one another
in a respectful manner.
Respecting difference: As the Summer Assembly will involve people with diverse backgrounds, try
to be mindful of your phrasings and behaviors. Respect others’ cultural, religious, professional,
academic and economic backgrounds, skills, abilities and contributions.
·
Disagreeing with the argument, not with the person: Disagreement is allowed but remember to
focus on the matter under discussion and avoid negative comments about other people.
Active participation: We encourage people to actively participate in the roundtable, but be aware
not to take over the entire discussion, and make time and space for quieter people.
Copyright and privacy: Please note that the project team will be reporting on the content and
outcomes of the Summer Assembly. Coproduced materials will be made available on the B2030website under Creative Commons licence. We will therefore be collecting testimonials, and some of
the sessions will be recorded or photographed. Anonymized material may be used for reporting and
dissemination on social media or printed material. All participants are asked to respect privacy of
others and acknowledge copyright of any data, expertise or experiences shared during the program.
Injuries, damage or loss: The project team cannot be held responsible for loss of or damage to
personal material such as tablets, cloths, cell phones, etc.
Certificates & Credits: All participants will receive a certificate of participation and will be credited
as contributors to Brussels 2030 candidacy.
More information: brussels2030.be/summerassembly

ORGANIZING TEAM
The Brussels2030 Summer Assembly is organized by Brussels2030, Réseau des Arts BruxellesBrussels Kunsten Overleg, Brussels University Alliance (VUB-ULB), weKONEKT, OpenLab
Brussels, VUB Crosstalks, Brussels Studies Institute and Brussels Academy.

Benjamin WAYENS (VUB/ULB)
Brecht VAN DER SCHUEREN (VUB, OpenLab Brussels)
Eric CORIJN (B2030)
Etienne TOFFIN (ULB, OpenLab Brussels)
Goedele NUYTTENS (VUB Crosstalks)
Gregoire WALLENBORN (ULB, OpenLab Brussels)
Hadja LAHBIB (B2030)
Helene FRECHE (VUB/ULB)
Ian KOMAC (VUB, weKONEKT)
Ine DE BOCK (VUB Crosstalks)
Jan GOOSSENS (B2030)
Jessica VAN DE VEN (BSI - BRUSSELS ACADEMY)
Karlien VANHOONACKER (RAB/BKO)
Lara LOI (VUB, weKONEKT)
Laura LOUTE (B2030)
Lien MOSTMANS (VUB, OpenLab Brussels)
Linde MORIAU (VUB, OpenLab Brussels)
Lynn TYTGAT (VUB, weKONEKT)
Maarten DENYS (B2030)
Marie-Des-Neiges DE LANTSHEERE (BSI - BRUSSELS ACADEMY)
Marion BERZIN (BSI - BRUSSELS ACADEMY)
Maya GALLE (B2030)
Quinten WYNS (RAB/BKO)
Roger CHRISTMANN (B2030)

PARTNERS // CONTRIBUTORS
The Brussels2030 Summer Assembly would not have been possible without the support of following
projects and organizations:
431 vzw
Académie des Beaux-Arts de Bruxelles
Action Logement Bruxelles
Arts&Publics
Atelier Groot Eiland
BNA-BBOT
BRAL
BrusselAVenir
Brusselbinnenstebuiten
Brussels Academy
Brussels Cities Of Stories
Brussels Open Living Lab
Brussels Studies Institute
Brussels University Association
Citizenne vzw
Collectif Confus.e.s
Communa asbl
DeBatterij
Ebxl
Erasmus Hogeschool Brussel
Espacetous
EsteNews
FANFAKIDS
FennaBee
F28
JES vzw
KUL
L(ag)UM
L’architecture qui dégenre
Le BraSS
MetX
Missions Publiques
Moussem Nomadic Arts Centre
Museum of Unwanted Pianos
Orfeo
OSMOS
Park Belle Vedere
Park Poetik
Refresh
Soulpress
SpeakEasy Spoken Word BXL
Strategic Design Scenarios
Super Terram
The City is our Playground
Tour à Plomb
UCL
VUB/ULB
weKONEKT.brussels

